




Application 
Name 

Description 

SuperGlue SuperGlue is the integration Platform as a Service (iPaaS) developed by the CCC System as a 
way to deliver data to and from applications such as CCCApply to and from other applications 
such as a College's ERP. 

CENIC CENIC is the non-profit entity that manages CALREN, the California Research and Education 
Network that spans more than 8000 miles of fiber optic cable connecting 20 million users across 
K-20 institutions. 

C-ID C-ID or Curruculum ID is the system used by the Academic Senate at colleges to request 
articulation of their courses to courses taught by other college. This is accomplished by the use 
of a CID number which is assigned by reviewers using the CID system. 

CVC Home 
College Ready 

Once completed, your collegeâ€™s students can take courses on the CVC 
Exchange,Â reaching theirÂ educational goals faster. Your students will apply directly to the 
Teaching College and can take up to two (2) CVC Exchange courses per term. 

CVC COURSE 
FINDER 

In addition to "Home College Ready"" 

CVC Cross 
Enroll Teaching 

The student experience is now more automated and equitable with instantaneous 
cross-enrollment. Instead of completing a full application at the Teaching College, a 
studentâ€™s Home College information (including residency) pre-populates the fields of an 
abbreviated enrollment record, and seat counts and course information are updated in real-time 
from the Teaching Collegeâ€™s SIS.Â Note:Â The description above assumes both the Home 
College and the Teaching College have completed the implementation of Cross Enrollment 
(Phase 2). 

CANVAS CANVAS, from Instructure, is a Software as a Service (SaaS) Learning Management System 
(LMS). The service is provided by and funded by the CCCCO and is the standard LMS across 
the system. 

Data Warehouse 
Canvas 

The CCC Data Warehouse is capable of storing, at a college's request, all of the student 
interaction data captured by CANVAS for analysis by college research staff. Colleges have to 
opt-in to have their data pulled into the warehouse from Instructure's Cloud. 

POPETECH 
ACCESSIBILITY 

PopeTech is a company that offers a range of tools designed to test the accessibility of web 
based content such as that found in most college websites. 

EQUIDOX 
ACCESSIBILITY 

Equidox is a name of a software package offered by ONIX Networking that tests PDF 
documents for Accessibility issues and offers suggestions for how to remediate them. 

ZOOM Zoom is an on-line conferencing tool used by many/most of the community colleges to deliver 
curriculum in mostly an on-line modality. 


